Emotions Art Cards

Cut apart each image and utilize with the Emotions Art Card Ideas Booklet and see more in the ARTS Bank at youthinarts.org
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Emotions Art Card Ideas

- Draw lines that show FEELINGS: happy, sad, surprised, angry, scared...etc.
- How are you feeling right now? Draw a picture of your face with that feeling.
- Draw a SAD mouth, HAPPY eyes, a SCARED nose, and ANGRY eyebrows.
- Draw a picture of a time when you were surprised
- Imagine a time when you were sad and draw that moment.
- Draw your face two times showing two different feelings. What’s the difference? Did you draw the eyes or the mouths differently? How so?
- Imagine a time from the past when you were angry and draw an abstract picture of what it felt like.
- Fold a piece of paper into four sections and using just shapes and lines draw a different emotional character in each section.
- Glue a stick to the back of the EMOTION cards to create puppets. Add more paper to finish the body, yarn for hair, or add hats and accessories to create a new character.
- Using round paper plates and sticks create masks that show a particular emotion. You can use markers, crayons, yarn, etc.
- How does the color RED make you feel? What about ORANGE? YELLOW? BLUE?
- Draw a Happy Picture of Yourself on the Cover of this Book.
- Open Up the Poncho Book and use the white side of the book to draw 8 different characters, with different emotions.